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Computer Modules to Feature Zandar Multiviewers by
Harris Corporation at AFCEA West
FusionPro+™ Displays up to 26 Real-Time Videos and Images
San Diego, CA –Computer Modules, Inc. (CMI), a leading San Diego based
multimedia and imaging reseller will demonstrate the Zandar™ FusionPro+™
multiviewer by Harris Corporation (NYSE:HRS) at AFCEA West 2008. Zandar
Technologies was recently acquired by Harris Corporation, and together they now
offer the widest range of multiviewers available in the industry. AFCEA, the Armed
Forces Communications and Electronics Association, sponsors the exhibition in San
Diego, California, from February 5 to February 7.
The Zandar™ FusionPro+™ multiviewer is
part of the new family of multiviewers
offered by Harris Corporation.
It is a multi-image display solution for
mission-critical security monitoring and
surveillance. The 1RU unit displays up to

FusionPro+™ Series Multiviewer

eight channels, and the 3RU unit displays up to 26 channels.

The FusionPro+™ can take any mix of analog, SDI, HD-SDI and computer inputs, and
display them on a single screen with output up to HD (1920x1080p). An additional
feature is the ZdH Dual output option.
In addition to the FusionPro+™, the new range of multiviewers by Harris Corporation
includes the recently introduced Zandar™ Predator™ II multiviewer. Specifically
designed for control and monitoring, the 2RU Predator II multiviewer can handle up to
32 HD, SD, and analog inputs and is perfectly suited for various applications, including
command centers, master control, AV applications, security monitoring, and CCTV
surveillance. The Predator II multiviewer has an impressive feature set that includes
fast status reporting, auto format detection (16:9 or 4:3) and fast response time as well
as virtualisation of UMD, tally and various clock displays.
Another key offering of the family is the Zandar™ QS100™ HD Quad card. Designed
specifically for the Sony® LMD production monitor range, the QS100™ HD Quad is
configurable as a Quad-split or as any four-window arrangement. It can drive the
displays up to a resolution of 1920 x 1200 pixels, with auto-sensing of analog, SDI and
HD-SDI inputs.
“We’re proud to be selected to show Harris multiviewer products at the annual AFCEA
show,” said Ray Asturias, CMI’s Sales Engineer. “The Zandar™ FusionPro+™ is an
exceptional display solution. It features pristine video quality, plus it is flexible and easy
to set up. Our customers can use it for military surveillance, traffic monitoring, and
protecting facilities. It’s also suitable for broadcast monitoring, corporate
communications, and digital signage.”
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About CMI and QZEO
CMI, founded in 1982, is a privately held company headquartered in San Diego,
California. QZEO, the reseller division of Computer Modules, Inc., sells multimedia,
imaging, and security products to companies in aerospace, biotechnology,
microscopy, military, and semiconductors. QZEO sells to companies throughout the
world.
For more information on CMI and QZEO, please contact Rebecca Gray at +1 (858)
613-1818 or rebecca@compumodules.com.
QZEO, 11409 West Bernardo Ct. San Diego, CA, 92127
Web: www.compumodules.com Phone: (858) 613-1818 Fax: (858) 613-1815
About Zandar Technologies plc
Zandar Technologies, now part of Harris Corporation, was a leader in the development
of high quality multi-source display processors that match the specific needs of any
display, monitoring and surveillance environment. Founded in 1993, the company
combined innovation and experience to provide a wide range of expansive, flexible
and resilient Multiviewer solutions for many applications including the FusionPro+,
Predator, and DX series. Zandar’s international customer base included many of the
world’s leading companies in the Broadcast, Security and professional Audio Visual
markets. Zandar Technologies was acquired by Harris Corporation in November 2007.
About Harris Corporation
Harris is an international communications and information technology company
serving government and commercial markets in more than 150 countries.
Headquartered in Melbourne, Florida, the company has annual revenue of over $4
billion and 16,000 employees — including nearly 7,000 engineers and scientists.
Harris is dedicated to developing best-in-class assured communications™ products,
systems, and services. Additional information about Harris Corporation is available at
www.harris.com.
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